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PHILOLOGY
V.S. Baevskij
Roman Jacobson who Overlooked Enjambement
Key words: Pushkin; Shklovsky; Jacobson; verse theory; language levels; enjambement.
The important discovery of the formal school was the following: in verse all aspects of
poetic speech and all levels of language structure have their semantics. To find out the role of
the text elements one ought to employ an objective and wellgrounded analysis.
Hieromonk Khrisanph (Shadronov), L.V. Pavlova
Life and Poetry of Gervasy Psalmov
Key words: the forgotten poet; G.E. Psalmov; peasant poetry; religious themes.
This article is devoted to the poet Gervasy Efremovich Psalmov (1848–1900), whose
whole life, fi lled with creativity and spiritual quest, took place in the Smolensk countryside. The
only posthumous collection of his poems allows us to judge the originality of his poetic world
which is revealed in comparison with the works of poets, recognized as the classics of peasant
poetry.
I.V. Romanova
Poetics of the Cycle «From the “School Anthology”» by J. Brodsky
Key words: Joseph Brodsky; poetics; lyrical cycle; elegy; fragment; themes; images;
composition; the lyrical subject.
The paper contains the thematic, imaginative, compositional, genre analysis of J.
Brodsky’s cycle «From “School Anthology”» which has not been studied much so far.
N.A. Artemyeva
From the Experience of Allegory Understanding: Bear’s Image in Krylov’s Fables
Key words: allegory; animal images; Krylov’s fables.
In the article Krylov’s allegoric images are considered using the example of Bear’s
image. The image structure is analysed where the plan of expression and the plan of content are
equally concrete and the relationship between them is initially conditional but is fixed in
synchrony and diachrony. Conclusion is made concerning the specificity of allegoric images in
Krylov’s fables.
V.S. Kartavenko
About Toponymic System

Key words: common noun; proper name; microtoponym; onomastics; written records;
region; system; territory; toponym; toponomastics; formation.
It is a fact that geographic names form a system. The toponymic system is not only the
total of toponymic units, it is also a combination of geographic names which is historically
formed within the defi nite territory. This article presents new information about such names
using the example of Smolensk region.
N.I. Vorontsova
From the History of Lexicography and Studying Pseudonyms
Key words: pseudonym; anthroponimic category; dictionaries of pseudonyms; linguistic
and encyclopedic information; bibliography of the native country; I.F. Masanov; V.G. Dmitriev.
In the article the history of lexicography of one of not widely studied anthroponimic
categories is traced, the category of pseudonyms, beginning from the second part of XIX to XXI
centuries; basic works concerning «false names» in the history of anthroponimy and those of
nowadays are analyzed.
S.N. Volkova
Social Parameters of Anthroponimicon of O. Ermakov’s Novel «The Sign of a Beast»
Key words: O.N. Ermakov; novel «The Sign of a Beast»; onomastics in a literary text;
social aspects of anthroponimicon; model of characters’ naming.
The article deals with social aspects anthroponimicon of «The Sign of a Beast», a novel
by contemporary Russian writer O.N. Ermakov. Social function of antroponims is analized; the
role of social differentiation of literary characters’ names in the author’s idea realization is
revealed as well as in the creation of images, in showing the personage’s relations; the means
(both language and non-language) of embodying social marking of anthroponims are analized.
G.G. Silnitsky
«Sentence-Linguistics» and «Text-Linguistics»
Key words: formal and semantic syntactical structures of the sentence; paradigmatical
and syntagmatical relations; connectors; sense and meaning; philology, linguistic and literary
studies.
The article is dedicated to a comparative analysis of two linguistic schools which have
contemporaneously, but independently of each other undergone an intensive development during
the last fi ve decades: the St-Petersburg typological school founded in 1961 by A.A. Kholodovich
and the so-called school of «textual linguistics». The main proposition under discussion
concerns the possibility of extrapolating the two-level model of the sentence elaborated by the
Kholodovich school onto whole texts. The relations between linguistics and literary studies as
subitems of philology are likewise discussed.
E.E. Kordi

The Optative Mood in French
Key words: independent – dependent subjunctive; pure – factitive optative;
morphologically- and syntactically-grounded grammars.
The article is dedicated to a substantiation of the linguistical status of the optative in
French as a subtype of the independent subjunctive in the capacity of a basic grammatical
category.
A.S. Graschenkov
Interrelation of Features of Different Levels in the System and the Subsystem:
Comparative Analysis (Based on Derivational Combinability of Verbs
and Nouns in the Business Sublanguage and the National English Language)
Key words: interrelations of features; business sublanguage; derivational combinability;
characteristics of different aspects; comparison of language systems; Jacquard coefficient.
The article is devoted to the comparison of the business sublanguage to national English
in respect of the factors determining the derivational combinability of verbs and nouns. The
research is based on the interrelations of derivational characteristics and phonetic, morphemic,
semantic, chronological and etymological features. Interrelations of different characteristics are
established by means of correlation analysis. The degree of similarity of the language systems is
calculated using the Jacquard coefficient.
E.V. Savochkina
Correlations between Formal (Phonological and Morphematic)
Characteristics of English Adjectival Nouns and their Semantic Characteristics
Key words: lexical system; adjectival nouns; quantitative linguistics; formal
characteristics; semantic characteristics; energy characteristics; ontological characteristics;
informational characteristics; Pearson correlation coefficient; correlation heterogeneity;
correlation homogeneity; correlation ambivalence.
This article is devoted to the study of adjectival nouns of the modern English language as
part of the complex research of the parts of speech carried by the School of Quantitative
Linguistics under the guidance of Professor G.G. Silnitsky. The purpose of the present research
is to define quantitative factors of relations between semantic characteristics of adjectival nouns
and their phonological and morphematic characteristics. As a result of the research, we reveal
uneven distribution of correlations between the basic semantic characteristics: a much closer
relation between the «energy » semantic factor and a weak relation between the «ontological»
semantic factor with the formal characteristics.
Е.А. Kuchinskaya
Genres of Military Periodicals as the Object of Cluster and Discriminant Analyses
Key words: cluster analysis; discriminant analysis; semantic features of a genre;
correlation; distinction; military English-language periodicals.

The article is devoted to the definition of similarity and distinction between four genres of
English-language military periodicals: review, commentary, interview, information advertising
article. Cluster analysis has allowed to define semantic features of each genre and to give
correlation between them. Discriminant analysis has defined dominant features of the genres by
which they differ from each other.
A.G. Silnitsky
Taxonomical Characteristics of English «Economic» Verbs with the Adject
«Purpose – Property»
Key words: binary classification; semantic feature; economic verb; purpose and
instrumental adjects; hierarchical level; complex; integral coefficient; nuclear and peripheral
verbs.
The article is dedicated to an exposition of the methodological principles of defining the
taxonomical role and taxonomical characteristics of a selected list of English «economic» verbs
with a «purposeful» adject denoting «property». A binary hierarchical classification is
elaborated on the basis of the notions of binary and summary «integral coefficients» reflecting
the number of common adject features in the semantical structure of a given subset of verbs and
serving to differentiate between «nuclear» and «peripheral» verbs.
T.K. Guseva
On the Issue of Typological Correspondences between Russian and Spanish Literature:
Gaito Gazdanov and Miguel de Unamuno
Key words: Gaito Gazdanov; Miguel de Unamuno; personalis; existentialism; agonist.
The author of the paper makes an attempt to carry out a typological comparison of
creative concepts of M. de Unamuno, a Spanish writer, philologist and philosopher of the end of
the XIXth – the first third of the XXth centuries, and the Russian writer Gaito Gazdanov viewing
the results in perspective of theoretical aspects of literature, and studying directly the Spanish
theorist’s papers including many not translated into the Russian.
E.A. Egorova
Hagiographical Tradition in Postmodern Novel («The Gipsy’s eye» by F. Coupry)
Key words: contemporary French novel; hagiography; new fiction; blindness motif.
In this article the author concentrates the attention on the problem of hagiographical
literature elements appearing in French novel at the end of the XXth century. «The Gipsy’s eye»
by François Coupry was chosen for the analysis. In that novel hagiographical narrative is used
in the mockery style.
N.V. Tolstous
Нomeoteleuton in Individual Style of Writing
Key words: homeoteleuton; individual style; characteristic feature.

Homeoteleuton is a kind of a syntactical repetition dealing with only a formant (suffix,
ending). Homeoteleuton is found in the chain of homogeneous members. Homeoteleuton is a rare
and little-studied figure of expressive syntax. But there are still authors purposefully studying
this figure of speech finding in it additional means of expressiveness. Paul Éluard, a French poet
of the XXth century, belongs to these authors.
HISTORY
S.A. Sakharov
Praetorian Prefect in the Late Roman Empire
(Based on the First Book of the «Theodosian Code»)
Key words: Late Roman Empire; dominat (dominatus); emperor; praetorian prefect
(praefectus praetorio); prefecture; competence of the praetorian prefect; vicar (vicarious);
diocese; province; rectors (rectores); praeses (praesides).
The article discusses the features of the legal status and competence of the praetorian
prefect during the late Roman Empire (the dominat). Praetorian prefect is presented as the
highest civil servant of the empire, endowed with vast administrative and fiscal authority, as well
as the supreme judicial authority. The first book of the «Theodosian Code» was used as the main
source of the survey.
E.I. Hisamov
Мare Liberum against Мare Clausum:
Sea Freedom in Interpretations of Thinkers of the XVIIth Century
Key words: Mare Liberum; Mare Clausum; Hugo Grotius; John Selden; marine law;
«Scientific discussion».
The marine law as a part of international law appeared in the beginning of the XVIIth
century under the influence of «Scientific discussion» between supporters of the concepts of
«closed» and «open» seas. This article investigates the main discussed works of the XVIIth
century about the sea status, the processes of formation of the English and Dutch sea doctrines
and the special features of legal polemic on this problem.
O.B. Bolshakova
Economic Prerequisites and Consequences of the Peasant Emancipation
in 1861: New Interpretations of Western Historians
Key words: peasant emancipation in Russia; 1861; Western historiography; economic
history; peasant studies; post-emancipation agrarian settlement; peasant economy; peasant
differentiation.
The article deals with economical aspects of recent Western historiography research
devoted to peasant emancipation in Russia. The study focuses on revisionist, social-cultural, and
microhistory approaches to the investigation of the reform. This article discusses such issues as
the economic significance of the emancipation legislation, the land charters and the post-

emancipation agrarian settlement in Russia, economic situation of the Russian peasantry and its
differentiation after the end of serfdom, etc.
E.V. Zavyalova
Imperial Politics of Russia Concerning «the Polish problem»
in 60–80s of the XIXth Century (on the Example of Smolensk Province)
Key words: autocracy; political police; «the Polish problem»; national-liberation
movement; political crimes.
The article is devoted to the analysis of national-liberation movement in the Kingdom of
Poland and the Western region in 60s of XIXth century and the role of Smolensk province in the
solution of this issue. The article discusses the basic categories of the population of the Smolensk
province, participating in liberation movement, and methods of their struggle for independence
and selfdetermination. On the basis of archival material the characteristic of measures
undertaken by the authorities of the Russian Empire to suppress antigovernment actions is given.
I.A. Uvarov
Life and Customs of Cadets of Military Schools of Russia
in the XIXth – the Beginning of the XXth Centuries
Key words: military school; cadet; life; customs; daily routine; discipline.
The article is devoted to the research of social and living conditions of cadets in military
schools of Russia in the XIXth – the beginning of the XXth centuries.
I.V. Goncharova
Prehistory of Collectivization: Experience of New Forms of Economic
Management Creation in Central Chernozem Region in 1918–1928
Key words: Central Chernozem region; collective farm; country; peasantry; power;
commune; artel, Associations on cultivating soil.
The article analyses the experience of organization of collective farms in 1920s in
Central Chernozemye on the basis of the archived sources. It proves, that they were not related
to cooperation. They were created to solve the problem of peasant shortage of land using the
former squire lands. Besides under the protection of collective regulations of nobility nests were
kept intact, credits and privileges were obtained. Before collectivization the majority of kolkhoz
organizations were formations with poor standards of living, insufficient socialization of the
means of production, low labour productivity and goods supply.
E.A. Dolgova
«There is no single method in research…»:
Marxism in Works by N.I. Kareev in 1918–1931
Key words: history; history of history; methodology; monism; Marxism; political
disciplines.

The article is devoted the analysis of Marxism influence on N.I. Kareev's works in the
field of methodology of history. The analysis of works of the researcher in 1918–1931 reveals the
specific features of work of the historian under the conditions of censorship; characterises
formation and distribution of humanitarian knowledge in Russian science in the 1920s.
D.E. Komarov
The Personnel Problems of Regional Party and State Authorities
during the Great Patriotic War (Based on the Example of Smolensk Region)
Key words: Smolensk region; Great Patriotic war; personnel; party organizations; soviet
power.
The reasons why skilled staff employment crisis developed in the low and medium levels
of regional power structures are in the focus of this article. Special attention is paid to Smolensk
region territories freed from the enemy’s occupation. The reasons of crisis phenomena and
activities of regional structures for the solution of these problems are analyzed.
P.V. Letunovsky
The Legal Regulation of Training the Youth to the Military Service
in the 70–90s of the XXth Century: Historical Experience
Key words: legal support; federal laws; decrees; military construction; legal regulation;
reform of the army and navy.
In the article the author examines the trends of the legal support of the youth preparation
to the military service in the 70–80s of the XXth century. The author comes to the conclusion that
the improvement of this sphere of activity will guarantee military security of Russia.
BIOLOGY AND NATURAL SCIENCES
E.V. Denchenkova
Ontogenetic composition and structure of the populations
of some thin-rhizomatous non-rosette ferns
Key words: thin-rhizomatous non-rosette fern; ontogenesis; structure of population;
Thelypteris palustris; Phegopteris connectilis; Rhizomatopteris montana.
The article is devoted to the research of the ontogenetic composition and spatial structure
of the population of Thelypteris palustris, Phegopteris connectilis, Rhizomatopteris montana.
Plants of different ages have been found. There is association between the ontogenetic
composition and spatial structure of the population. In the natural populations not all
ontogenetic stages have been discovered. There are three zones in the population: the zone of
development, satiation, senescence. There are im and v plants in the first zone, sp in the second
and ss and s in the third.
M.Yu. Gildenkov, O.I. Semionenkov, O.A. Starodubtseva
Rove Beetles of the Subfamily Oxytelinae (Coleoptera: Staphylinidae) of Smolensk Region

Key words: Coleoptera; Staphylinidae; Oxytelinae; distribution; ecology; Russia;
Smolensk region; annotated checklist.
The article presents an annotated checklist of 56 species of rove beetles of the Oxytelinae
subfamily from territory of Smolensk region.
N.N. Voitenkova
Some Features of the Seasonal Dynamics of Staphylinidae (Coleoptera, Staphylinidae)
in the Conditions of the South-Western Non-Chernozem Zone of Russia
Key words: Staphylinidae; Gyrophaena; G. fasciata; G. gentiles; G. joyioides, seasonal
dynamics, mitsetobiont Staphylinidae.
On the studied mycotallus there have been revealed 73 species of Staphylinidae from 25
genera belonging to 8 subfamilies. The most species diversity of the mitsetobiont Staphylinidae
(36 species) was observed in the third week of August and the lowest one – in October (12
species). The changes in species composition of the Staphylinidae by months do not coincide
with the change in the total number.
O.A. Vassileva
Regional Features of the Structure of the Thyroid Gland in Adult Residents of Smolensk
Key words: thyroid gland; isthmus; pyramidal lobe; mass; morphology; people.
Structure and dimensional parameters of thyroid gland have gender and individual
specific features. In each region there are specific norms which are to be taken into account in
research of thyroid gland. 208 thyroid glands of the residents of Smolensk were studied on
human cadaver material.
M.V. Shipilov
Interleukin-2 and Acute Respiratory Viral Infections
Key words: interleukin-2; influenza; parainfluenza; adenoviral infection; respiratory
syncytial virus infection; ARVI.
The concentration of interleukin-2 in the serum of 96 patients with acute respiratory viral
infections was tested. Its increase was revealed in the acute period of respiratory syncytial virus
infection, as well as in patients with influenza A / H3N2 and parainfluenza in the convalescence
period. Concentration of interleukin-2 in influenza pH1N1 and adenoviral infection did not
change during the acute and convalescence periods.
R.V. Dmitriev
Тransformation of the Urban Settlement Carcass in India
Under the Infl uence of Agglomeration Effects in the Populated Areas’ Network
Key words: urban settlement carcass; nodal elements; linear elements; agglomeration;
superagglomerated structures.

The article is devoted to the study of urban settlement networks in modern India. Details
are given about the peculiarities of their nodal and linear elements shaping. Special attention is
paid to the detection of trends of the economy territorial structure development.
А.А. Sorokin
Tendencies in Population Change in Villages with Prevalence of the Mordovian Population
at the end of the XXth – the Beginning of XXIst Centuries (Geographical Aspect)
Key words: Mordovia; ethnic structure; rural moving; dynamics of population.
For the previous twenty years there was a significant reduction of number of agricultural
population in Mordovia. Rates of reduction of the title nation representatives in the republic are
especially great. The article presents the analysis of features of population change in Mordovian
settlements (1989–2009). Principal causes of this situation are revealed.
I.V. Piletsky
Efficiency of Agricultural Manufacture Management
In Cultural Landscapes Byelorussian Lake District
Key words: manufacture; management; grain cultures; agriculture; estimation of land;
ground resources; fertility; planning of productivity; economic forces; animal breeding.
A problem of increase of agricultural production is especially urgent now. In the region
the tendency of reduction of manpower in agricultural organizations is in progress. However, till
now not enough attention has been to this problem. It is established, that in the present day
socio-economic conditions there is close dependence between efficiency of agriculture and
number of the working village population.
S.P. Evdokimov, D.V. Kovalev
Landscape Differentiation of Smolensk Region
Key words: landscape; district; complex; zoning; region; typology; relief; geological
structure.
Description method of the physical-geographical zoning of landscape areas to the level
of physical and geographical district is given in the article. These areas are distinguished by
geological and geomorphological features. On the territory of Smolensk region 23 landscape
complexes (physical-geographical districts) have been allocated.
A.V. Byshevskaya, T.V. Vatlina
Тhe Effect of Automobile Transport on Children Health in Smolensk Region
Key words: automobile transport; pollution of the environment; influence of transport on
an ecological situation; ecological pathology; respiratory diseases.
Polluted air contributes to a worsening of respiratory diseases. Automobile transport is
the leading source of air pollutants. In the study of features of automobile transport distribution

in Smolensk region we used different parameters. As a result a series of analytical maps has
been made that reflect the ecological status and disease rate.
PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY AND CULTURAL STUDIES
O.N. Starostina
Sociocultural Approach in the Analysis of Ecological Problematics
Key words: ecological crisis; ecological consciousness; ecological culture; sociocultural
approach.
The article deals with the specificity of the sociocultural approach to ecological
problematics. An attempt to define the sociocultural status of nature in the modern system of
mass ecological awareness is made. The role of the traditional system of spiritual values of the
Russian ethnos in the formation of modern ecological consciousness of Russians is revealed.
A.G. Egorov, J.A. Griber
Sociocultural Features of Color Design in Urban Space
Key words: color; architecture; urban space; color of the city; urban color field; color
design.
This article analyzes the process of forming urban color field in two structural
perspectives – in the physical space and in the social space. An attempt to classify color design
strategies of urban space is made. We consider the sociocultural features of strategies aimed at
preserving the color properties of physical space. The characteristics of projects in which color
is used to redistribute the fields of social space are given.
V.A. Melnikov
Phenomenon of Rehabilitation within Personal Resource Space
Key words: individual; personal resource space; rehabilitation; human potential; types
of rehabilitation.
The article touches upon the phenomenon of rehabilitation in the context of personal
resource space. The author suggests scientific approach to the consideration of the types of
rehabilitation processes from the point of view, which suggests analysis of personal resource
space assimilation by an individual. This article describes the peculiarities of various types of
rehabilitation in modern society from the viewpoint of socio-philosophical analysis.
PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY
E.I. Sergeenkova
The Reformatory Upbringing System for Juvenile Offenders
in Smolensk Province at the End of the XIXth Century

Key words: upbringing; juvenile offenders; orphan; juvenile justice; low; reformatory;
Smolensk province; Zemstvo (an elective district council).
The article is designed to evaluate the aspects of juvenile offenders punishment and their
rehabilitation in Russia in the last decades of the XIXth century. The changes of state position
and the attitude of Russian society towards this problem are described. The foundation of a
reformatory for such citizens (by Smolensk Zemstvo in 1894) is the evidence of this process. The
author focuses attention at the reformatory upbringing methods for juvenile offenders.
S.J. Shimakovskaya
Pedagogical Principles of Preservation and Improvement
of Schoolchildren’s Health in the Scientifi c Work of I.A. Aryamov
Key words: health; schoolchildren; school; education; educational process; principles of
health preservation and improvement.
The results of studying I.A. Aryamov’s pedagogical heritage are presented in the article.
The principles of schoolchildren’s health preservation and improvement in the scientificmethodological system of the educator, relevant for modern education, are presented.
I.V. Novikova
Continuity in Formation of Informational Culture
of Junior and Secondary School Age Students
Key words: information culture; continuity; value approach.
The article describes a process of continuity of informational culture formation in
students in primary and secondary school viewed from the position of value approach. A model
of continuity of informational culture of school students is presented.
E.V. Filippova
Orphanhood as the Social-Pedagogical Phenomenon:
to the Historical Background
Key words: orphanhood; social-pedagogical phenomenon, social orphanhood; latent
social orphanhood; orphans; children without parental support; care; legal protection.
The article deals with orphanhood problem. Historical review is presented of the help to
orphans and children without parental support. The basic legislative documents, which provide
legal protection to orphans and children without parental support, are considered.
I.V. Ulyanova, I.V. Volkova
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The article is devoted to the problems of realizing diagnostics of neglected teenagers in
an occupational camp, to discrimination between pedagogical and psychological diagnostics
and to the issues of designing the proper measures for measuring the development of the
inmates’ «meaning-of-life» orientations.
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The article deals with the conditions of forming basic knowledge of law in senior grade
schoolchildren as well as other types of young students of colleges and other institutions in
specially oriented camps. The author analyses the work of pedagogical oriented detachment
«Krylaty» that has been successfully putting into life educational programs of law orientation for
22 years. The author describes the great advantageous effect of the role play «We are choosing,
we are chosen» in the improvement of the qualities of a conscientious and juridical educated
young man.
V.Ya. Lykova
Ethical Priorities of Pedagogical Interaction
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The article considers the problem of interaction between teacher and child from the
standpoint of pedagogical ethics; the directions of personal-oriented educational relationship
are determined.
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The article deals with the problem of the way to reveal students’ creative abilities in the
process of literary education in primary and secondary school and to include them into
educational activities. A suggestion is made to investigate the potential creative abilities more
effectively with the help of the provided system of creative tasks which at the same time are
masked tests.
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The article demonstrates the perspectives of concordance usage in the school course of
literature (grades 5-6). Results have reflected micromotive, motive, thematic preferences of
authors which made it possible to characterize historical epoch, the social environment in which
products were created, author's fi gurative-stylistic system and, thus, to define the message deep
intrasubject, intersubject and metasubject relations.
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Computer Presentation at the Lesson of Literature as Means of Realization
the Humane Idea of Dialogue while Analyzing A Literary Work
Key words: personally-orientated method; dialogue-lesson; interpretation; textual,
informative, illustrative, playful, researching slides; associative means, functions of artistic
means, colour-image.
The aim of the dialogue-lesson is to form morality of students, to help them to get
accustomed to the problems of modern History of Literature, to create new knowledge on the
bases of the already existing aesthetic experience. While analyzing lyrics with the help of slides
presentation students get new reality, videoimage of the poem using colour and image as the
sources of information. Computer technologies are very helpful when students analyze the texts.
The aim of using computer technologies is to form such essential qualities of personality as
critical thinking, reflection, communication, creativity, mobility, independence, tolerance,
responsibility for one’s own choice and for the results of one’s own activity. Computer
technologies help to recognize the process of reading as a valuable act of creative cooperation
in which the poetic world and the reality interact and enrich one another.
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Experimental Evaluation of the Results of Forming Pupils’ Ability to Abridge Speech
and Graphic Form of Text at General Education Institutions of Belarus
Key words: reduction of speech textual form; reduction of graphic textual form; speech
and intellectual skills; abstract of written discourse; abstract of oral discourse; control
pedagogical experiment; ways to abridge text; exclusion; substitution; combination; widely used
abbreviations.
The article deals with the results of forming pupils’ ability to abridge speech and graphic
textual form achieved at the lessons of Russian in Republic of Belarus. Development of skills to
perform intellectual and verbal operations of exclusion, substitution and combination for
economy of linguistic elements is demonstrated. Improvement of readiness for accepted
abbreviations usage, conventional signs and graphic indicators of emphasizing is also analyzed.
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Axiological Approach to the Study of Acmeological Resources
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This paper deals with the issue of psychological health of young people from the point of
view of acmeological resources in the context of the axiological approach. The author shows the
structure of the values of youth, the position of health in the value structure and attitudes to

health as a value. It has been found that young people treat health as a dominant value, as well
as awareness of its unavailability, inaccessibility in reality, a mismatch in motivation and
personal sphere. The article shows the specific features of the value sphere of the students of
different specialties.

